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ABSTRACT

The need for very low noise, low RF loss dynamic
rotating electrical connections exist, in particular for
pointing mechanisms requiring very high stability. Four
basic designs are presented:

• the cable-wrap (clock-spr ing shaped flat cable)
• the ver tical goose-neck (flat cable squeezed

between two rotating cylinders)
• the hor izontal goose-neck (flat cable squeezed

between two parallel disks)
• the twist cable (twisted cable bundle in a

cylindrical housing).
The choice of the appropriate design is highly
dependent on the following parameters: available space
and shape, torque, angular range, current, signal type to
be transferred.
A discussion of the design selection parameters, and
typical achievable per formances will be presented.
The cable wrap design is favourable when the Housing
diameter (outer diameter O.D.) to Drum diameter (inner
diameter I.D.) ratio is large. When this ratio tends to
unity, the gooseneck design is preferable and is
essentially limited by the bending radius of the cable
sheet that is directly related to the life of the
mechanism.

1. INTRODUCTION

The electrical connection between a fixed and a rotating
element of a mechanism is typically realised either with
a slip ring or a cable connection. This latter allows
noiseless connections and are suitable for the powering
and control of extremely accurate positioning devices.
Typical applications are found in robotics, machine
tools and pointing mechanisms.
Unlike the slip ring, the angular rotation range is
limited. Size, cable length, cable stiffness and
mechanical fatigue are the main design parameters that
will define the final performances
Cable wraps have been developed for space applications
for PASTEL (SILEX articulations on SPOT-4 and
ARTEMIS) and ROSETTA (HGA); programs are now

under development, being qualified and also flying
successfully.
The most application sensitive performances are:

• Angular range:
• Line resistance
• Torque
• RF characteristics
• Mass
• Life

There are no single best cable arrangements to optimise
these performances. The available volume is essential in
selecting the best type.
In robotics, open, unprotected cable loops are often
seen. This simple straightforward configuration has the
disadvantage to expose the cable to any exterior
aggressions, what makes it unsuitable for space
mechanisms. A description of the four design options
that offers well controlled working conditions under a
protective shell is presented in the following paragraph.
MECANEX has developed a number of mathematical
models to dimension each of the four configurations
presented below.

2. CABLE JOINT DESIGN SELECTION

 i) Cable wrap:
The cable wrap is the conventional clock-spring
configuration as illustrated by  Figure 1
Conventional cables are assembled in a sheet with PTFE
films. This type is compatible with the use of twisted or
twisted shielded pairs compliant with standard
ESCC 3901definitions. COAX connections are also
possible. Several sheets can be piled up. The addition of
bonding sheets can also be envisaged.
The theoretical angular range is limited by the outer
diameter, the drum diameter and the cable sheets total
thickness. Typical physically achievable angular ranges
are summarised in the case study of Figure 2:



Figure 1: Cable wrap (ROSETTA)

The available working domain is constrained by
physical limits. The inner drum minimum diameter is
determined by the minimum bending radius of the
cables and the room necessary to connect and route the
cables. The torque important increase at the range limits
imposes to narrow the angular range capability so that
the torque remains acceptable (Figure 3). Finally, the
increase of the cable length also increases the line
resistance and frames the performances.

Figure 2: Theoretical achievable angular ranges (typ.
example)

Figure 3: Torque records on extended and reduced
angular range (SILEX Cable-wrap)

The torque is proportional to the angular position. The
hysteresis, resulting from internal friction, is minimised
by the use of suitable coatings and materials. The
hysteresis loop centring on a given angular position is
obtained by cable pre-forming.
Large angular ranges can be reached with this
configuration. A life test over more than 1 million
cycles has been run on a capsule of O.D. 53 mm
equipped with a flexible circuit Cable wrap of 440 mm
length and 0.2 mm thick covering an total angular range
of 720°.
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 ii) Vertical goose-neck configuration:
This configuration is obtained with flexible printed
circuits connections. The size limiting parameter here is
the minimum bending radius of the conductor sheets.

Figure 4: Flexible circuit in vertical goose-neck
configuration (mechanical structure not
represented

Thermal evacuation and line to line cross-talk needs
also due considerations for design, especially when
multiple sheets are implemented. Metal shields can be
implemented between the sheets to improve these
performances.
Total achievable angular range larger than a full 360° is
possible with this configuration (the sheet loop angular
displacement is slower than the shaft rotation). The
mechanism maximum angular range is related to the
O.D. / I.D. ratio in a simple way.
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Figure 5: Angular range capability is higher than 360 °

Life is conditioned by the mechanical fatigue resistance
of the bent base material and conductor flex sheets. A
trade-off between the use of thin material (favourable
for long life) and thick conductors (favourable to reduce
the sheets width and number) must be done.
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Figure 6: Flexible circuit  fatigue test principle

Representative fatigue tests were run with a flexible
circuit loop (Circuit thickness: 0.2 mm, conductor
thickness: 70 µm) sandwiched between two cylinders,
the inner one in rotation. The test concept is sketched by
Figure 6. 426'000 cycles were run with a minimum
bending radius of 33 mm (without damage) followed by
an additional 660'000 cycles with a minimum radius of
17 mm without damage to the circuit except a small
crack at the stiff edge of the loop joint and related to the
test definition.

Figure 7: Vertical goose-neck recipient prior to flexible
circuits integration



The torque obtained in this configuration is low, it is
furthermore constant with the angular position as
schematically illustrated by Figure 8. The hysteresis
corresponds to the internal friction of the mechanism,
the part from the cable sheet is usually very small.
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Figure 8: Aspects of torque evolution with rotation
angle

Measurements of the cable joint of Figure 7 equipped
with a vertical goose-neck configuration (O.D. = 310,
I.D.=191, Width = 75, number of sheets = 3) showed a
torque of the order of 15 mNm (with ball bearing torque
and actuator detent torque removed). The hysteresis
originating from the cable joint could not be resolved.
The RF performances depend on the circuit dimensions
(width, spacing between lines, presence of shields,
impedance termination). Improvement of performances
can be obtained with additional metal sheets separating
the lines. The standard layout design holds with respect
to RF performances. The achievement of specific
characteristics is obtained at the cost of circuit size, i.e.
impacts the width, number of circuits and/or current
carrying capacity.

 iii) Horizontal goose neck configuration:
This configuration also makes use of flexible circuit
sheets. The flexible circuit loop axis is here
perpendicular to the rotation axis as sketched on:

Figure 9: Horizontal goose-neck configuration
(represented with three  cable sheets)

The electrical and mechanical performances are similar
to those of the vertical goose-neck , except for the total
angular range that is limited to only a little more than
360 ° by the layout manufacturing constraints.
The life limiting constraint is controlled by material
fatigue in the loop. The axial mechanism length defines
the curvature minimum radius and the difference
(O.D. - I.D.) defines the circuit width. It should be noted
here that the outer (R Loop) and inner (r Loop) loops
radii) are not identical. Inadequate geometry may result
in enhanced mechanical constraints and quicker sheet
degradation. Large O.D / I.D. ratios or excessive (r
loop ) / I.D ratio are not recommended with this
configuration.

 iv) Twist capsule:
A cable bundle protected by an outer housing is
wrapped around a shaft. The rotation is achieved by
twisting the bundle.

Figure 10:Twist capsule configuration



In this configuration, standard ESCC 3901cable
definitions can be used, though more flexible grades are
preferred to reach both a lower torque and reduced
wear.
The torque evolution is not linear with the angular
range.

Figure 11:Torque characteristics of twist configuration
(specific study case with a shaft diameter of
50 mm)

The large torque increase at the side where the cable is
wrapped around the shaft (Drum limit) can be
compensated by a pre-shaping of the cable to define a
working domain at the lower torque side (Housing
limit). The increase of the outer diameter has an
important impact on the torque performance
improvement.
The number of lines that can be transferred through
such a device is sensitively dependent on the torque
acceptable limit. This configuration is not particularly
favourable to maintain a low torque. On an other hand,
it accepts twisted, shielded and coax cables, what can be
of real interest for some applications.

3. HARDWARE

The Housing and Shaft are made of aluminium alloys in
most of the cases. The mass corresponding to these parts
becomes important when the diameter increases.
The use of thin material (carbon fibre composites) is a
potentially attractive solution, given the fact that the
protective shells are usually not part of the structure.
An example of such structures has been successfully
tested on a development for an Azimuth Pointing
Mechanism for Optical Crosslink (Figure 12). The cover
elements total mass is 0.8 kg. This mass is of the order
of  45 % compared to a similar aluminium structure.

Figure 12:Azimuth Pointing Mechanism shaft and
housing structures

The cable feed-through must firmly clamp the cables or
flexible sheets and also orient them tangentially to the
drum. Local stresses that could lead to abnormal wear of
the conductors should be avoided. MECANEX has
designed and implemented a number of mechanical
clamping and potting to secure the cables.
The space occupied by the cable input and output sets a
limit on the number of sheets that can be mounted, in
particular at shaft level.
The design and manufacturing tooling of cable sheets or
flexible circuits are one of the cost-driving elements of
this type of material. An important design
recommendation is thus to define the circuits so that the
same sheet definition is used for all the layers.

Figure 13:Mechanical potted clamp for a complex
4-layers cable-wrap (view during
integration).
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4. CONCLUSION

The rotating electrical joint can be assured by several
mechanical configurations, either with standard cables
or with flexible printed circuits.
The configuration selection is essentially conditioned by
the size (in particular the O.D. / I.D. ratio) and the
requirements on torque, RF shielding, and line
resistance.
Cable wraps and twist capsules are preferred when a
large O.D. / I.D. ratio is available, while the goose-neck
configuration is more favourable when this ratio tends
towards unity. The minimum bending cable limits must
be respected in any cases.
Substantial mass and cost reduction can be obtained
with adequate housing and shaft material selection,
layout and cable fixation design.
The mass and volume budgets of a rotating electrical
cable joint including the necessary protection shell are
usually not favourable compared to a slip ring carrying
equivalent number of connections; the torque, life and
RF performances are often more advantageous with slip
rings. The selection for a cable joint is thus essentially
dependent on the very low electrical noise required by a
given application.
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